[Immediate Release]

Hengan International Wins Most Honored Companies and Top
Positions in Institutional Investor 2022 All-Asia Executive Team
Rankings for the 3rd Consecutive Year
(Hong Kong, June 23, 2022) – Hengan International Group Company Limited (“Hengan
International” or the “Company”, SEHK stock code: 1044, together with its subsidiaries,
the “Group”) is pleased to announce that the Group has been selected as the Most
Honored Companies and landed top rankings in the consumer staples sector category
in the “2022 Institutional Investor All-Asia Executive Team” for 3 consecutive years,
including:
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China
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Place
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Core Asia

“Best IR Program”
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Founded in 1967, Institutional Investor is one of the most influential financial media in the
world. The magazine conducts management team selections for companies in the AsiaPacific region every year, and its annual ranking voting has become a major event in the
international capital market and is recognized by the industry as the vane of global
investment. This is the third consecutive year that Hengan International Group has won
the "Most Honored Companies" award after 2020 and 2021.
A record-breaking 4,854 buy-side fund managers and 670 sell-side analysts participated
in the survey this year, evaluating 1,612 listed companies and 2,606 managers in 18
industries in five categories, including the "Best CEO", "Best CFO" ”, “Best Investor
Relations Professional”, “Best Investor Relations Program” and “Best ESG”. Institutions
participating in this year's survey manage a combined market capitalization of over $2
trillion in Asian equities.
Institutional Investor said, “This year we have seen global investors continue to rate
Chinese listed companies ahead of other competitors in the region. It proves that Chinese

companies' good corporate governance and financial disclosure can help the investment
industry overcome the challenges of constantly changing regulations and uncertain
geopolitical prospects while pursuing high returns.
Different from other award selections, the results of the "2022 Institutional Investor AllAsia Executive Team Survey" are completely voted by recognized professionals in the
financial industry, and the list of judges is strong and authoritative. The award list is valuerich and is widely recognized by the industry.
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